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Keynote
A quirky, full-colour illustrated book jam-packed with over 2,000 fascinating figures and
facts, The World in Numbers lets figures do the talking.
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Each themed, colourful page is crammed with tonnes of fascinating number-led facts.
Discover how fast a sneeze travels, how many Earths could fit inside the Sun, the size of
a T-rex’s teeth and much, much more.
From animals and adventures, to fashion, food, bugs and buildings — there’s something
for everyone in this brilliant book. Featuring light-hearted illustrations by Andrew Pinder.

Sales Points
Jam-packed with over 2,000 fascinating figures and facts
Each themed page in this quirky, full-colour illustrated book contains number-led facts
that are sure to amaze and enthral readers from ages 8 to 80
Discover how fast a sneeze travels, how many Earths could fit inside the Sun, the size
of a T-rex’s teeth and much, much more
From animals and adventures, to fashion, food, bugs and buildings — there’s something
for everyone in this brilliant book
With quirky, humorous illustrations by Andrew Pinder
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C live Gifford is an award-winning author with over 150 books published for children and
adults including Out Of This World, Wow Science and Blue Peter 2012 Book Award
nominee Discover The Extreme World. C live had his first books published while in his
teens and remains dedicated to producing exciting, unusual and entertaining titles in a
range of subjects. His books have garnered much praise and won C hildren's C hoice,
NAPPA Gold Star, TES Book of the Year and Smithsonian awards. Refugees was
shortlisted for The British Book Awards whilst Discover The Extreme World was on the
four book shortlist for the 2012 Blue Peter Book Award.
C live keeps his writing fresh by working in a variety of genres and subjects from
complete 600 page encyclopedias to light-hearted children's fiction (Joy's Annoying Toys,
The Really Useless Spy School, Pants Attack) and innovative fact-fiction hybrids (Teenage
Kicks, The Book of Bad Things). His website can be found at www.clivegifford.co.uk.
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Marianne Taylor is a writer and editor whose career has been steered from the start by
her obsessive interest in the natural world. She has written books on subjects from
mountain gorillas and nature photography, to science and wildlife in London. She lives in
Kent and, when not at her desk, is likely to be found in the nearest woodland, binoculars
around neck and notebook in hand.
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